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Valentine’s Day Edition

THE MOTHERFUCKING
ED BOX, WHICH IN NO
WAY CONTAINS ANY
FILLER. PROMISE.
There’s a book that’s pretty seminal in gender theory called “Gender
Trouble” by the post-modern theorist Judith Butler. In this book, she
argues that as a result of Foucalt’s assertion that juridical systems
of power create the subjects they claim to represent, feminism
creates the category of the “feminine.” Her point here is that society
defines what makes a woman a woman, and that biology has little to
do with it. Anyway. A lot of people read the Koala and assume we’re
all a bunch of chauvinists, but really we’re just supporting a woman’s
right to redefine her gender role. I mean, society tells us that women
should be trying to get jobs and and be successful and not become
sex objects for men, so when a girl says “hey fuck that shit, I want
it in the asshole from 4 dudes while I bake you a cake and get paid
75% of what you’re all getting paid” we support that shit, because
we reject traditional gender roles like “You either have to be a hairy
feminist who hates sex or you’re a sorority girl that’s just part of
the machine, man.” Fuck that, if a girl wants to take it deep in her fur
trap from 4 guys in a night, more power to her. Consider this during
your Valentine’s Day sexcapades: If she wants it, don’t be afraid to
give it to her.

Another day at Koala Day Camp.

If you can think up something funnier, you caption the
photo, asshole.
Send your submissions to editor@thekoala.org.

The Koala is making blacks
history this month.

Just make sure we’re invited. Fair warning though, we like it rough.
Love,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef
The MF Koala

Come to a Koala Meeting

Chris Brown’s First Punch
Kris John Gregorian
Chris Brown’s Second Punch
Boss DJ, b.t.’s, Freddy
Chris Brown’s Third Punch
Wes, Ricky Ricardo, Armen, A-Sucka, David the Carpentar,
Frankie Nine Inch, Jackson Hole, SamSkillz, SDSU Koala

If Cupid doesn’t pierce your heart this
Valentines Day, the Koala will at least pierce
your ass.

Chris Brown’s Fourth Punch
Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp,
Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus,
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron

Fridays at 4:20PM in the Media Lounge
(above A.S. Soft Reserves)

Rhianna’s Bruised Body
Nicholle Pierro

Why 4:20? We like to be 10 minutes early, dumbass.

The Koala has never stopped meeting Fridays at 4:20pm,
in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves).

She ﬁnally sucked it up and went to the meeting. Literally, she sucked up her belly and got into her size 12 “skinny jeans” and went down to the Koala TV studio
where she was gonna pull a Kirstie Alley and fool thousands of dorm room viewers. She decided to stop by Yogurt World ﬁrst because well, why the hell not?
After confusingly spending 12 dollars on one cup of ice cream, she walked up to the Koala Ofﬁce where she would reveal her special talent of licking whipped
cream off of her hot friend’s chest. Unfortunately, in demonstrating her talent, she ﬁnished the entire bottle of whipped cream and without looking grabbed
the nearest bottle of Popov. At this point, even the Popov tasted like crumbled up Oreos so she hadn’t noticed when she ﬁnished the entire handle and was
swaying from side to side surrounded by sober skinny people. She lumbered around looking for a trash can so she could puke and see what it means to be
hip and bulimic. She had only gotten about four feet when she stumbled onto a table and started puking all over, stopping only once when she found a jelly
bean. 3 hours later, she ﬁnally ﬁnished puking up the equivalent of a day’s inventory at Golden Spoon and found herself recovering on the ofﬁce couch. Then,
some drunk dude found a sharpie and wrote on her ass, “The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by
the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors
of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the
content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are
not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego,
the University of California and the Regents or their ofﬁcers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and
assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” Oh and also, “Put weiners here.”

You Can’t Handle the Lists
Top 5 Quotable Quotes From Obama’s
Speech
1. Forty years ago, my father couldn’t even get
service in a restaurant, but now I fucking rule
the world!
2. Time to reverse all the shit that the guy next
to me did.
3. I’ve got the Alley, America, now all I need is
the Oop!
4. Why does everyone look at me like I’m about
to be shot in the head?
5. Read my lips: No More Tax Cuts!
Top 5 Things Bush Said To Obama At the
Helicopter After His Inauguration
1. “I’ll take the wheel...I used to be in the Air
National Guard!”
2. “The downstairs toilet runs a little so when
you flush you’re gonna have to hold it down to
a few seconds.”
3. “Tag, you’re it!”
4. “Word to the wise ... op, that’s my ride...”
5. “As they say in Tenessee, where I’m from, in
Texas, two birds in the hand are wait what?”
Top 5 Pickup Lines for a Ginger
1. I like my women like I like my ale, ginger.
2. Man I wanna rub SPF 45 all over you.. Hmm,
make it 60.
3. You treat me to some carrot cake and I’ll
bring the frosting.
4. I’m a big bad wolf, can I blow down your
ginerbread house?
5. Yo Dippin Dots, let’s fuck.
Top 10 Things Michael Phelps is Doing After
the Bong Rip
1. Lists favorite swim event as Adult Swim.
2. Turns olympic size training pool in to world’s
largest gravity bong.
3. In-N-Out drive through is the only lane he’s
been in all day.
4. During a moment of clarity he realizes the
grotesqueness of his face and decides to grow
dreads.
5. He has to ask directions between laps.
6. Tuck and Roll now applied only to blunts.
7. Insists swimming in a straight line is what
‘the man wants you to do’.
8. Diet still 12,000 calories a day but now
consists mainly of Chips Ahoy and Rold Gold.
9. Refers to Chinese Swim team as ‘narcs’.
10. Still kicks your ass at swimming.
Top 5 Things UCSD Students Hear from
Employers after Graduation
1. UCSD? Isn’t that the party school? Oh,
SDSU, right.
2. No, our cafeteria does not offer Boba.
3. How is OVT experience relevant to
biotechnology?
4. Under extracurricular activities you listed
‘Warcraft,’ tell me about that.
5. Were you on the Koala? No? Then fuck off
kid.
Top 10 Signs You’re Getting Too Lazy
1. You’re younger brother has caught up and is
now officially older than you.
2. When the Lazy Police come you don’t even
fight back.
3. They finally develop machines that can
controlled solely through the power of your
mind, but you never even manage to open the
box.

4. Publishers Clearing House shows up at your
door with the giant check, but you send him
away because you don’t have a pen with you to
endorse it.
5. You set your Twitter to update your Facebook
and your Facebook to update your Twitter.
6. You wear “fancy” sweatpants for special
occasions.
7. People constantly accuse you of being Black
or Mexican.
8. You cut off your arm so you can have a
robotic arm to masturbate with.
9. You read that last entry and thought,
“Damn... I want one of those things.”
10. You come to Koala meetings at 4:25 on
Fridays above Soft Reserves in the Old Student
Center.
Top 5 Reasons to Take College Online
1. Can drink Margaritas in class EVERY DAY!
2. Video Chat parties still better than UCSD’s.
3. You don’t have to be quiet when cumming.
4. If you’re a woman, now you never have to
leave the kitchen!
5. Just as good as a real degree, really, just as
good.
Top 5 Things UCSD Cops do in Their Spare
Time
1. Point out the inconsistencies in “Paul Blart:
Mall Cop.”
2. Reapply the black paint to the tip of their
gun.
3. Bachelorette parties.
4. Barge in on their parents having sex
exclaiming, “We’ve received several noise
complaints from your son.”
5. Beat their wives and children as practice for
beating our wives and children.
Top 5 Dreams of Someone With Low
Expectations
1. Your date with a fatty ends in a cuddle fest
2. That you’ll get a free water cup at Roberto’s
if you ask for it.
3. Muster up enough courage to finally kiss
your boss’s ass.
4. To someday be Myspace friends with Tila
Tequila.
5.To eventually die.
Top 5 Things the Chargers Are Doing Now
After Their Shitty Season
1. L.T. is actually working at Oggi’s Pizza now.
2. Practicing their fumbles so they look less
spontaneous next season.
3. Ripping tickets at Qualcomm Stadium’s
Monster Truck Rally week.
4. Restructuring their offense and defense
around Scifres and the punting unit.
5. Texting Marty “I miss you” on the DL.
Top 5 Lesser-known In-N-Out Secret Menu
Items
1. Heart Friendly: Just a bun. Server punches
you in the mouth.
2. The BS Burger: For five dollars our staff
will continually reassure you that your order is
almost up... but it never will be.
3. The Burger: A 1/8 lb patti sandwiched
between five pieces of lettuce.
4. The Drive-Thru Style: Same as #2, but burger
is congealed and dusty.
5. The Retard Server: Burger comes with giant

glop of drool OR in six separate mayonnaiseslopped pieces OR with french fries between
bun in lieu of burger patty.*
* You don’t have to order retard server to get
it. In fact, if you don’t want any of the above,
please politely say, “I’d like my meal notretarded-style.”
Top 5 Responses to “It’s on like Donkey
Kong!”
1. You’re a kike like ExciteBike.
2. You’re a twink like Link.
3. Your new name is Esmeralda cuz you’re gay,
like Zelda.
4. Don’t be a choad, Toad!
5. I’m gonna poke your mom like Pokemon!
Top 5 Signs Your Girlfriend is Cheating On
You With a Vampire
1. Always find a trail of Count Chocula coming
from her bedroom.
2. When you finally tell her that you want to
fuck in a coffin due to your intense and closeted
lust for necrophilia she replies, “been there,
done that.”
3. Found an absurd looking 16th century lace
shirt in the laundry last Tuesday.
4.She’s just completely stopped buying
tampons.
5. She never orders the Endless Garlic Mega
Garlic Shrimp Pasta Mega Bowl from Olive
Garden anymore. Her favorite!
Top 5 Responses Confusing Enough to
Distract Them While You Escape
1. “You fuck like my mom fucks little kids for
money.”
2. “Have you considered the ways of Jehovah?”
3. “It’s just a fact that friends don’t let friends
kill me.”
4. “Come on, the answer is obvious.”
5. “Give me the top five responses confusing
enough to distract you guys while I escape.”
Top 5 Things to Whisper to the Priest in the
Confession Booth
1. Can I rent this booth out for my adult film,
The Glory of God Hole?
2. Fuck me Father for I have sinned, I’m a
sexually curious 12 year old and I’d prefer if we
could do this face to face.
3. Ever since I turned 18, I feel like you’re
losing interest.
4. So I was at this cheap motel with this hooker
and she started getting a little mouthy. I slapped
the bitch and when she started to head to the
door I shot her, cut off her limbs, put them in a
garbage bag and then headed for the lake. After
that was all taken care of, I ordered a pizza and
I forgot to tip the delivery boy! I feel awful.
5. God, I’m so hard right now.

Throw your crap on the
walls and call it a list
at:
TheKoala.org

Michael phelps has a
posse
As Phelps sits helpless, at the mercy of his advertisers, the Koala
decided to help him out with some new, “greener” sponsors.
Seriously, how many fucking chinks do you have to whoop for
people to be like, “nah dude, it’s cool you can take a bong rip
and fuck my daughter.”

“Dude, Rosetta Stoned totally taught me all the lingo I needed to
buy the dank weed. Seriously, I’ve never seen so many terms for
uh, uhm. Dude have you ever noticed how big my elbows are?
Dude like I HAVE elbows. DUDE MY ELBOWS ARE HUGE DUDE.
HOLY SHIT I’M SO FUCKING HIGH”
--Michael Phelps

ACCORDING TO OUR SPIES, THE TOP
CHOICE FOR SUNGOD THIS YEAR
IS CHRIS BROWN. YES, CHRIS “I
BEAT THE FUCK OUT OF RIHANNA”
BROWN. CAN YOU IMAGINE WHO
THEIR SECOND CHOICE IS? YOU
CAN’T, BECAUSE THE ONLY THING
WORSE WOULD BE MICHAEL VICK
OR PLAXICO BURRESS.
GET ANGRY. GET REALLY FUCKING
ANGRY AND EMAIL THE IDIOT IN
CHARGE, GARRETT BERG. DO YOU
SEE ALL THESE CAPS? WE’RE
FUCKING ANGRY. YOU SHOULD BE
TOO IF YOU GIVE A SHIT ABOUT
HAVING FUN. gberg@ucsd.edu
DEMAND MORE FROM UCSD.

God Forsaken
Koala Lists
Top 5 Gifts to Give Your Valentine This Year
1. An awesome gift to yourself in her honor
because she deserves it.
2. Since it’s a Catholic saint’s day, give her a
rosary and tell her to pray for some gifts.
3. Chocolates, red plants, strings of sparkly
lights ... basically anything from the Dollar
Store’s after-Christmas clearance.
4. Take her to a seafood buffet, then fuck all
day.
5. A sleepover kit for when she stays the night
(i.e. sponges, detergent and a custom mop).
Top 5 Responses to “I Have Herpes”
1. It’s OK, I have herpes too.
2. Yes, but how’s the soup?
3. Wonderful! Wait that cures AIDS right?
4. Thanks, you just ruined the family reunion
for me.
5. My bad.
Top 5 Reasons Beer Exists
1. So when people talk about Pong they
wouldn’t only be talking about your slightly
retarded Chinese cousin.
2. Ancient Egyptians didn’t have patience or
roofies.
3. So fat people can reproduce.
4. God invented man, Man invented beer, beer
invented stadium urinals. Can you see the
Divine Plan?
5. The proof is way too complex for your
undergrad level of consciousness. Can’t you
just drink it and shut the fuck up?
Top 5 Pet Peeves of the Incredible Hulk
1. Constantly confused with the Jolly Green
Giant, that fag.
2. Too many gay porn stars stealing his name.
3. Hulk Hogan just gives angry white guys a
bad name.
4. Purple pants are so gay and 70’s.
5. When he gets mad in public, some joker
always starts singing, “Its Not Easy Being
Green.”
Top 5 Reasons Cafe Ventanas Employs
Retards
1. Easier to hide if one fell in the meat grinder.
2. Tyrannosaurus Rex arms are the perfect
appendages for carrying plates.
3. Always happier than typical UCSD students.
4. Even if their toenail collection fell in, the
meat loaf wouldn’t taste too different.
5. Retardedly drop half the food they steal,
which can then be resold.
Top 5 Misunderstood Theme Costumes Worn
to UCSD Parties
1. Long white beard, dentures, and a hearing aid
to an 80’s party.
2. Going to a highlighter party as Highlights
Magazine’s biggest reader.
3. A KKK Costume to a White Party.

Submit your lists on the back page where you
will find out where to submit lists.

4. A piece of cheese to an MLK Party
5. Tomato costume to a fruit party...It’s a
fucking vegetable retards! Plus, all the dudes
here are gay.
Top 10 Worst Ways to End a Movie
1. With your friends already quoting it.
2. Everything works out perfectly but no one
explains why grandma’s head is in the trash can.
3. “Now it’s time to kick some ass!”
4. With credits that start with “Trannies played
by...”
5. STILL trying to get the bra off.
6. “And you were there.... And you were there...
And oh golly you were there too!”
7. Acceptance speech from the Oscars.
8. An entirely gay Earth
9. Letting the girl live after the facial.
10. With a moral.
Top 5 Drinking Games Played on Campus
1. Drive around and every time you see an
empty A or B space, drink.
2. Drinking fountain crawl.
3. Down the Dimetapp.
4. Duck, Duck, Asian RSO.
5. Drink until you die.
Top 5 Yo Mama Comebacks Throughout the
Years
1. 1400’s: Your mama so fat, Christopher
Columbus originally thought she was flat.
2. Dec. 7, 1941: Yo mama so big, she made
Sumo wrestlers so jealous they lost weight,
became Kamikaze pilots and killed themselves.
3. 1940’s: Yo mama so fat she took the Jews out
of the ovens and ate them.
4. 2000’s: Yo mama so fat she went on Biggest
Loser and gained people’s weight from other
seasons.
5. 2300’s: Your mama is so stupid, she couldn’t
even assemble a Glorgloxicon H7.
Top 5 Lesser Known Martin Luther King
Quotes
1. I had a nightmare where someone shot me
because of the color of my skin.
2. Fuck, that White’s Only fried
chicken stand is calling me.
3. I had a dream that one day
black people will rule the
Earth! But, eh... equality’s
good enough.
4. ‘Staches only make you look
like a pedo if you’re white.
5. Bitches ain’t shit but ho’s (‘and
tricks’ later added by progressive
and scholar Snoop).
Top 5 Alternative SNL
Sketches to Jizz in my
Pants
1. Crap in my pants.
2. Piss my pants.
3. Rip off your pants.
4. Where are my pants?
5. Dick in a box, oh
wait this whole idea
was played out a year
ago.

Top 5 Sexually Tilted Historic Battles
1. The Battle of the Bulge
2. The Bombing of Pearl Necklace
3. The entire U.S. 25th Army Battalion vs. one
50-year old Vietnam lady’s umoistened vagina.
4. Luke and Darth Vader’s Lightsaber Battle.
5. Battle of All the Way
Top 5 Positions Cap’n Crunch Held Before
he Became a Cap’n
1. Executive Administrative Assistant Crunch
2. Sergeant Sugar Rush
3. Special Assistant to the Governor of Illinois.
4. Cabin Boy Crunch
5. Herr Crunch, who mysteriously moved to
Brazil in 1946.
Top 5 New Eric Clapton Releases in Hillcrest
1. Creamed by Clapton
2. Buttplugged
3. The Clap-ton
4. Blue Bottom Blues
5. The Sunshine of Your Butt

Koala TV
Wednesday Nights
10pm
Channel 18
or
koala.ucsd.edu/tv

Age 6

Important Times in t

Age 13

Eat your first Happy
Meal.
It will be the first of
thousands.
Age 9

Age 2

Age Zero

Emerge from your
mother’s womb and
make a bee-line for the
refreshment table at the
hospital.

You spend your 104th Birthday like
always at McDonald’s. Doctors
then tell your parents they should
probably tell you that you only
have one birthday a year.

Puberty
never kn
because
are hidd
roll of l

First heart
attack.

Birth

Age 3

Your first swim lesson
teaches you a valuable
life lesson: Mandatory
shirts.

Age 15
Age 10

Take your first step.
collapse from the
exertion of it.

A sad day as you no longer
get the children’s rate at
Home-Town Buffet. You
are now an adult.
Age 8

Age 1

Age 5

Learn how to read
your first cookbook.

Dis
Ben
Ch

First mistaken for
Louie Anderson.

y sets in, but you
now for sure
your genitals
den by roll after
lard.

Age 35

Accepted to UCSD and
put in Argo Hall.
You finally have a
community.

Age 21

Age 18

the Life of a Fat Child

After drinking
yourself to oblivion,
it takes three day
laborers a week
to remove all the
Sharpie penises from
your back.

Finally mate to have
fat children of your
own after your rolls
make contact with
the rolls of someone
from the opposite
sex. The circle of life
continues and the gene
pool is diluted once
again.

scover True Love:
n and Jerry’s
hubby Hubby

Your ass crack is featured on
Ashton Kutcher’s show “Mtv’s
PUNK’D” for the seventh time...
still without your knowledge.

You fail your driving test
because your fat rolls
keep hitting the turn
signals.

Age 20

r

Your waist size now
mysteriously includes
an exponent in it.

First road trip across the
United States to find a fabled
“White Castle.”
Age 55

Age 24

Age 16

r

Age 23

   Pathetic Death

You wish, fatty.
You died from
heart explosion
20 years ago.

Valentine’s
Day
♥ ♥ Gift Baskets Inc. ♥ ♥

Our Company Motto:

Nothing says “I LOVE YOU” like a generic
basket filled with overpriced junk with a
bow tied around it made and delivered by
someone else.

1-900-Basket

Place an order NOW
for only $1.99 a minute!
Cut this out for fun, but it
won’t save you any money.

The Lone Ranger
Spending Valentine’s alone for the fifth year in a row?
Why not send yourself this joy-filled gift basket?
Includes:
♥Chocolate Scented Hand Lotion
♥Revenge of the Nerds DVD
♥Shotgun and Buckshot
♥Heart Shaped Noose
♥Golden Gate Bridge Brochure
♥Microwavable Dinner
with *Bonus* Heart Chicken Nuggets
Want it to be a surprise? We’ll send it a day or two late or
possibly not at all!

$29.95

*Add $20.00 for a big ass ribbon!
*Add $30.00 for delivery guy to “accidentally” go to
your neighbor’s address first so they think you have
friends.

The Chris Brown
Need to let your Valentine know that you don’t fuck around?
Includes:
♥Crutches
♥Collector’s Edition WhoreBeat Magazine
♥Kleenex
♥Chris Brown’s Greatest Hits
♥Sour Punch Straws
♥Delicious Chocolate Covered Painkillers
Want it to be a surprise? Our delivery man will wear a ski mask!

$49.95
		
		
		
		

*Add $50.00 for legal insurance.
*Add $100.00 to include a pre-filled out restraining order.
*Caution, Sour Punch Straws pack a punch, and you might
need to drink from a straw afterwards.

CALL TO ORDER NOW! ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER BASKETS SUCH AS:

♥ Let’s Just Be Friends Basket ♥ The Basket of Baskets Basket ♥ You're a Father Basket ♥ You’ve Been
Served Basket ♥ Tranny Surprise Basket ♥ Basket of Fries ♥ Illegal Drugs & Peanut Brittle Basket ♥ The
Oedipus Basket ♥ The Miscellaneous Office Supplies Basket ♥ The Ol’ Basket of What-the-Fucks

Kovert Kock Kramming Kalculus or KKK (+K)
We’ve all considered the age-old question “How many girls can I fuck at once without getting caught?” I mean, everyone has their theories, but here
at the Koala Labs we’ve got experts. We asked our resident Princeton-educated mathematician to do some fancy mathematical footwork and come up
with an equation to tell us precisely just how many we can fuck at once. His gems of number-magic is as follows:
(1-n/N)g(g-1)/2. That’s it. That’s the answer to all of your problems.
Oh, you’re confused? Whoa whoa, don’t get your panties in a bunch, we’ll explain. The number this equation produces is the probability that you
WON’T get caught. I mean, it’s just a probability, but dude he went to Princeton as far as you’re concerned it’s like you’ve gotten some kind of golden
pass from Jesus Christ to fuck as many girls as you want. The real problem here is that you’re way too retarded to do the math, otherwise you
wouldn’t be reading the Koala. I mean, this doesn’t take into consideration that you’re likely to call the wrong girl by the wrong name, like “Mom” or
“Gram-gram” or whatever.
N is the number of fuckable girls, or girls you could fuck. If you’re in Revelle, this number is limited to your mother, unless she’s dead. n is the average
number of FEMALE friends your love interest has. n makes a rather simple assumption, dudes follow the addage “Bros before hoes.” In other words,
they don’t say shit about shit, otherwise they get cut. Hoes on the other hand open their mouths about everything to their friends, because they are
an inferior species. g is the number of girls you are currently fucking. The results are kind of staggering. With some assumptions, to maintain a 50%
chance of getting caught, you can fuck 76 girls in a given population of 21000 girls (42,000 students at UCSD), and they’re all chatty Cathy’s. Rage.
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1 Heart: Masturbation session that ends in finding naked pics of gram-gram on your computer.
2 Hearts: You came to the pics, but some of your spunk landed in your mouth. Yum!
3 Hearts: You catch a glimpse of your roommate making out, but it reminds you of gram-gram.
4 Hearts: You manage to forget about gram-gram, but you still date a fatty who rapes you.
5 Hearts: You fucked 27 chicks; Jesus came back; the Earth split open and a triumphant, guitar-playing Satan rose from

the chasm on a mission to rock; a nuclear bomb exploded spewing not radioactive fallout, but LSD sugar cubes and black
sambuca while a legion of midget porn stars on roller skates passed around coke to everyone under the mushroom cloud

!!RETRACTION!!
In the last issue, we printed a
review where we added 1 star for
commemorative cups, but removed
the star because we forgot them.
Well, turns out the disc-loving folks
who threw that party have a real
dedication to their party-goers:
They showed up at our office with
cups for everyone. What a bunch of
fucking badasses. I’m drinking out
of it right now. Bravo, you golden
gentlemen, bravo.

would that be?

Board Club House Party 1/31

As I was preparing for this party,
themed “Hobos and Hookers,” I
4.5 cum covered stars. As an aside, made a pact with myself. If I dress up
consider this before you complain like a dirty, dirty hooker and manage
about your shitty frat party only to even make out with a girl, the
getting 3 stars: Did we get to female species is doomed. I pull my
gangbang a girl? No? Then you’re skimpy lingerie over my obscenely
not getting more than 3 stars. hairy legs, rub some red lipstick all
douchebag.
over my lips and get my fucking
swerve on. As I walk around the
P.S. I had serious apprehension party, there is an abundant number
regarding this, thinking it would be of sluts (+1 star), and they’re all very
awkward. Turns out, gangbangs are impressed with my getup. I manage
filled with awesome camaraderie to flirt with some girls, but one in
GANG BANG
and high fives just like they portray in particular is eyefucking the shit out
porns. Seriously, it was like we were of me. I go to play some drinking
games and when I walk back out to
The night started out like any other: watching football or something.
steal a keg to continue our drinking
Waking up 5pm in some foreign
game in the garage, I notice this slut
bed, wishing I weren’t alive. We SIGMA NU PARTY
again. She makes out with me, and
start drinking and a friend of mine
(who had graciously provided us Frat guys come in two flavors, I’ve gets red lipstick all over her face.
with a free-to-us keg) sends me a noticed: Pretty fun party-animal (+1 stars). I end up walking out side
facebook message that says “Hey, types, and TOTAL BROS BRO WHATS and notice the cops. I talk to the
let’s rage tonight. Oh ps, do you UP BRO FUCK YOU BRO types. This cops dressed like a whore and when
mind if I bring over this girl for all could not be truer of the Sigma I mention the Koala they’re like, “oh
of us to gangbang?” Now, you have Nu party. Having said that, hats man, I’ve read that. You guys are
to understand that people say shit off to Sigma Nu for being dicks hilarious) (+1.5 stars).
like this to me all the fucking time. at the door and keeping the ratio
Typically, they want us to make phenomenal. After we made it But seriously, to the girl who made
the person feel awkward while we clear we were there to review their out with me, you rule. I was dressed
proposition them for a gang bang. party, the doors opened. +1 for the like a hooker. Let’s bone. Are you
Anyway, this girl walks in and she’s hookups. The amount of alcohol into gangbangs at all?
pretty cute. Ultra innocent looking was considerable, and the jungle
with a nice rack. I basically write juice was particularly potent (+1). I
off the proposition as a joke and found my absolute favorite alcohol
continue our night. We drink our of all time, Franzia. As I walked
fucking faces off and as we stagger around pouring Franzia in peoples’
back to our afterparty, my friend mouths some one offered me a shot
says, “Hey, let’s do this.” I go take of c-mo (+21 for getting me drunk).
a piss, walk in the room to see At some point some bitch was
DO YOU THINK
two of my other friends laughing. accusing people of “grabbing her”
I hand them some beers, and and some friends got kicked out (-2
YOU KNOW A
notice the naked girl sitting in the stars for Sigma Nu bending to the
corner, obviously used. My friend will of some dumb bitch), but then
THING OR TWO
commands her to please me, and she I found a second bag of Franzia and
ABOUT PARTIES?
does. She doesn’t have a gag reflex chatted it up with some ladies (+2
(+1 star), which I exploit heavily. stars). I literally blacked out as I was
As I start slapping her ass, her little making out with some kinda fugly
ARE YOU IN THE
ruby starfruit beckons to me. Now, girl, but the next thing I remember I
you know that saying “If you want was getting into a fight with 50 frat
COLLEGE CHESS
to fuck in the ass, sometimes you boys (-20 stars for douchebaggery).
gotta stick your dick in some shit”? In the end it had all the makings of
CLUB AND NEED
It’s really, really accurate. There was an EPIC house party, but seriously
TO SHED THAT
poop everywhere (+1 stars). She gets can you frats just tell your members
tied up and blindfolded (+1 star for “hey, other humans that you don’t
NERD IMAGE?
being into japanese bondage) We have vaginas are going to be at the
all take turns fucking and getting party, lets put away our dicks for the
sucked by this girl, whose obvious night and mellow out on the broINVITE THE KOALA
goal it was to redefine gender roles ness.” I hate that throwing a good
TO ONE OF YOUR
by asserting her sexual desire to be party is synonymous with a false
fucked by a bunch of dudes (+1 star sense of entitlement.
PARTIES.
for rational feminism). She probably
swallowed 12 ounces of semen (+1 1 star
star) and came like a million times.
editor@koala.
Sadly, she isn’t currently chained
up in my bedroom, so -1/2 stars
ucsd.edu
because seriously, how fucking rad

DO YOUR WEEKENDS LOOK
SOMETHING LIKE THIS?
DO YOU SPEND MORE TIME
DRINKING BOBA THAN
DRINKING BOOZE?
No, I will not
show you my ID!
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SD Board club has the
answer.

Your only
contribution to
UCSD: tomorrow’s
lunch meat!

Check out
http://www.sdboardclub.com
for more information.
Don’t be so ronery.

DROP OFF IN ANY ON CAMPUS MAILBOX
REY GUERRERO, Resident Dean, ERC c/o
UCSD Mail Code 0547
9500 Gilman Dr.
La Jolla, CA 92092

www.tailgatebeer.com

On Friday, February 6th, 2009 Richard “Bick Dick” Valdes
was informed by a UCSD Res Life official
that he must vacate his room in 30 days.
According to said douche bag official,
an eye witness had identified him as the
vandal of an ERC elevator. An eye fucking
witness?! Apparently either the “witness”
was standing 2 feet behind Ricky in Harry
Potter’s Invisibility cloak, or they are
saying he vandalized this elevator WITH
THE FUCKING DOOR OPEN. Ricky is
a member of our UCSD community
and he’s a student, not a member of
our maintenance team, so he’s not
that dumb. And as such member, he deserves better than what our
incompetent administration is doing to him. Ricky needs your
help, so send in this petition to Mr. Guerrero, Res Dean of ERC.

www.tailgatebeer.com

SAVE RICKY!

what is tailgate beer?

Tailgate Beer, a new local craft brew owned and operated by an SDSU Class of 2008 graduate.

I can’t drink a whole keg...

Well, you have our sympathy and only quitters say can’t. That said, TailGate Beer is proud to
announce 22oz bottle availability in liquor stores! Make sure you ask every liquor store you
frequent if they carry TailGate Beer, Amber Wave.

where can I find tailgate beer?
Porter’s Pub - UCSD campus Pub
Seau's Restaurant – Mission Valley
Phil's BBQ – Point Loma
Lahaina’s Beach House - Pacific Beach
Canes Bar and Grill – Mission Beach
The Ruby Room – Hillcrest
The Boardwalk – Mission Beach
Guava Beach – Mission/Pacific Beach
Hamilton’s Tavern - South Park

Beer King - Clairemont Mesa
PB Tap Room - Pacific Beach
Keg n’ Bottle - College Area
Louie's Suds n' Sun – SDSU campus pub
Woodstock’s Pizza - College Area
Jt’s Pub - Mission Gorge
Filipi's Pizza Grotto – Mission Valley
Various Liquor Stores throughout San Diego County
www.tailgatebeer.com/findtailgatebeer

I wear my sisters hand-me-downs.
So does the owner of TGB, he looks great! If you’re unhappy with your current wardrobe
and proud of your love for TailGate Beer, shop online! Order a T-Shirt, or girly tank! Or you
could always mug the owner of TGB, he’s usually around Porter’s Pub hanging with Stephen.

unemployed? want to intern?

Submit a résumé to TailGate Beer! Great work environment and tons of opportunity for young,
up and coming professionals. TailGate has room and opportunity for all majors: accounting,
graphic design, web design, marketing and much more! intern@tailgatebeer.com

I__________________________________________________
(Sign Here)

support the cause of Richard Valdes and demand that his housing be
re-instated based on the lack of evidence and student run Judicial
Board hearing.

america's unofficial pastime
Finely handcrafted, original brews from San Diego, California
Owned and operated by an SDSU alumnus

New Age
Personals
We did not write these personals. They
were the first draft of the Inauguration
Speech before Obama rewrote it.
To the Sigma Nu Studs,
Thanks letting me into your awesome party.
Impressive how much untapped freshman pussy
there was but too bad you were too busy sucking my cock instead. You guys think you are
God’s gift to cocksucking and you are SO right.
If you weren’t such great cocksuckers I would
have little to no respect for you. The next step
for you is picking the corn out of my ass with
your teeth.
-- Mr. Bromance
PS thanks for letting me write all over your
pretty faces with a pink highlighter as you
throated my pole.
Best “Fuck You”

Personal
I wish he would die a very brutal and violent
death. HE should be kidnapped and have
his balls cut of and to shoved into his mouth
while he gets horse fucked to death. Every
time the horse fucks him, he will bite down
on his balls as he cringes. As his death is
video taped, his cheeks will be cut so that
he is always smiling into the camera like the
Joker. When his asshole is all torn up, he will
be burned alive and his bashed up so that no
dental records will exist. His blood will be
collected and mixed into a bottle of red wine
sent to each family member. When they finish
the bottle, they will find a part of his dismembered body at the bottle with a note saying
“Here is something to remember your Rodger
by”. A few days later, a video of his death will
be sent to each one of their homes. It will be a
glorious day!!!
To the Whore in Matthews D apartments who
blasts her fucking bass so loud that my posters
fall off the wall:
Turn it the fuck down. Also, no one needs to be
blasting shitty techno remixes of even shittier
songs at 9:00am.
In conclusion, I hope your vagina isn’t as big as
the wholes in your eardrums, or you’re going to
have to end your career as a cock jockey because you keep falling off.
I’m writing this for those who don’t realize that
the greeks are fucking retarded and to get back
at them for wasting half of my quarter this fall
before I dropped pledging midway through.
If you don’t have a rich daddy to pay the dues
your screwed pretty bad, even though a ton of
it goes to insurance instead of beer, and on top
of that are expected to work your ass off with
stupid meetings (where hissy fits are thrown
over dumb shit), fundraising and to waste more
money on constantly buying dumb clothes
from fundraisers until your closet is assimilated
into an ugly mix of greek letters. Despite all
the stuff we had to memorize about founders

and ideals, the only ideals that I saw where
drinking, delinquency and fucking hos, with
charity work for a thin veneer of decency. You
guys brag about stealing even though you have
money coming out of your ass. What ritual I
saw was as geeky as WoW and resembles a cult.
They act tough, but I suspect half of the guys to
be insecure bisexuals. The sororitys have more
rules than the DMV but have a big sis/little sis
program anyways. And the cocktail parties: why
drop money for dress clothes just to get wasted
and thrash someone’s house even more than it
usually is? You drama queens dislike beer but
can’t deal with hard alcohol, and get drunk off
your ass because you don’t have the courage to
fuck while sober. The alumni are even lamer,
despite going to UCSD all the ones I endured
where ugly arrogant bastards still failing at life
years after graduating. You will all end up as
alcoholics with no real friends and huge student
loans and you fucking deserve it.
BIG BLACK DICK
Best “Fuck Me”
Personal
Dearest Emergency Pole on library walk,
Last week i sat next to you while waiting to
meet some colleagues in center hall. I heard
your siren calling out to me--beboopbedeliboop--like R2D2 in heat. I moved closer to
you waiting for you to give me the blue light
special. You never did though so i write this to
you hoping you will contact me soon. In the
mean time i will be wanking it to the tune of
the whisper tree and playing with the triton’s
conch all while imagining riding atop your
pole. Add me to your aim buddy list my sn is
robophiliac and im DTF/cyber.
Beepbooopbedeebee(your lover),
-Chancelor Fox
I LOVE MURDER! I love to cut people’s head
off and send it in a box to their mothers. I will
make Hitler seems like a pussy the way I will
mass murder people. You heard it first here!
When I commit my atrocities, I will smile as
I slice people’s heads off with a machette and
dismember their bodies like a 5 year old who
plucks the wings off a bee before killing it.
I met a real nice frat guy the other day. Me and
da homies wuz rollin’ ‘round da ghetto part of
La Jolla scopin’ fo tree and we bump in ta dis
preppy foo in a laaaaaame sweata. He hook us
up wit sum FATTY outdoo and some percosets?
Cause’ a him we was ready fo dis dope YOU
SEE ESS DEE pawtty, so not owe Frat fucks is
baaid. S0 ST0P TAWKIN’ SHIETT FUCKIN
HO!!!! Dey help us git setup fo major events
and shiet. We got day and everyone wuz sittin’
‘round a prayin’ da gospel, speakin’ in tounges

an shiet. UCES DEE is WEiIRD... We decided
dey prolly didn’ wanna smo weed so we dipped
on out but only afta fingerbangin’ a cutie asian
chick DRUNK IN DA SPIRIT OF DA LORD!
We ended up at COTIXAN to get aw grind on.
The very nex day I spent mosta ma time on da
Jon. Overaww it wuz a coo weekaind. Peace.
--Lil’ Jon Jon from Vietnam

Submitted Lists
Top 5 Reasons to Run a Train on GM Executives
5. Their tender virgin assholes are ripe for the
plucking
4. Barney Frank is rested and feeling strong
3. Senator Larry Craig needs fresh meat
2. They can tell their stories on Oprah later
1. Rosie Odonnell can say “I told you so”
Top 10 Worst Selling Albums of 2008
10. “Two Turtle Doves Fuck Three French
Hens” - Europe
9. “Saggy Balls and Hot Trusses” - Lawrence
Welk Orchestra
8. “I Only Fuck Hot Women” - Tom Brady’s
Cock (spoken word album)
7. “How Cursed Can One Family Be?” - Dead
Kennedy’s
6. “Tree Breeze” (live) - Some Dude Selling Ukulele Albums Out if His Van
(S.D.S.U.A.O.H.V.)
5. “Madam’s Apple” - The Ann Coulter Experience (featuring penis where you’d expect Vag)
4. “I Was Fucked By The Tijuana Brass” - Henry Mancini & The Tijuana Brass
3. “Piano and Cello, The Fightin’ & Fuckin’
Years” - Yo-Yo Ma
2. “MOSSY NISSAN” - Lucifer
1. “Shoulder Shrugs & Raised Eyebrows” Huey Lewis and The News

Submit your sad, pathetic
diatribes to:
http://koala.ucsd.edu/personals.html
Also, submit your horribly
structured lists at:
http://koala.ucsd.edu/lists.
html
Both of these links are
viruses.
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Former MQ Editor Dan
Zembrosky
Lost At Sea...

FOUL PLAY
SUSPECTED IN
KAYAKER DEATH

Initially perceived as the victim of a
mishap off Miramar beach, Matthew
Heberholz is now facing police questioning
in the disappearance of Los Angelean Daniel
Zembrosky.
Though Heberholz admitted to being
with Zembrosky, missing since Thursday
following a kayaking accident, police
initially did not suspect Heberholz of
murder, as neither of the two had any other
friends.
Dubbing it the “2 guys, 1 kayak” case,
LAPD Lieutenant Pierre Sanchez said he
first became suspicious after making an
off-the-cuff pun. “I said his friend was up
a creek.”
At this point, the suspect became visibly
agitated. He exclaimed that he hated puns,
and that Zembrosky was always making
horrid puns.
The suspect added that Zembosky died
talking about how he always wanted to
make a splash. Maybe I’m telling you too
much. I don’t care, I retire next week.”
A full-scale investigation has been called
back after police realized the Koala did this
exact same thing, except 3 years earlier.

TOP TEN

People Who Could Have
Saved Dan Zembrosky
10. Aquaman
9. Flipper the Dolphin
8. Echo the Dolphin
7. David Hasselhoff
6. Spongebob
Squarepants
5. King Triton
4. The Little Mermaid
3. Captain “Sully”
Sullenberger
2. Pamela Anderson
1. Her Boobies

To Appear On Lost This
Season

L

BY RICKY OH
Staff Writer

os Angeles, California - As news
broke that former Editor of UCSD’s
The MQ was lost at sea in a tragic
kayak accident off Santa Barbara late
Sunday, executives at ABC for the “smashhit” television show LOST, which just saw
its fifth season premiere last week, dropped
the bomb-shell that the accident was a
cleverly planned publicity stunt to raise
“sinking” ratings.
Show creator and executive producer J.J.
Abrams commented: “Dan is being added
to the LOST cast as we speak and if filming
his cryptic scenes on a secret sound stage
somewhere on the bottom of the ocean.”
When asked about further plot details for
this season, Abrams commented “The
island chose Dan for his role of destiny on
the island; the island will come calling for
his chicken shit kayak partner who swam
to shore too. The safety of everyone on the
island will be at stake, from fan favorites
Sawyer to Hurley, unless Dan’s friend
wades into the surf right now to find the
island.”
Henry Ian Cusack, who portrays the
shipwrecked Desmond Hume on the hit
series, revealed that he and Dan had a long
history that will be revealed through a
series of flashbacks. “It turns out Dan was
originally my partner when racing around the
world in my kayak before I was marooned
on the island. He left me for dead years ago
and swam for shore while I got stuck on this
spooky rock. On Lost, everything that goes
around, comes around.”
Another show executive, who refused to
be named, also revealed “When Desmond
was down in the hatch for three years going
crazy, it was not because he needed to input
the secret code from season two every 108
minutes; it was because the only reading
material he had with him was stacks of
Daniel Zembrosky’s publication The MQ
which washed ashore with him.”
This season of Lost is proving to be
especially critical in answering everyone’s
questions about the show; internet rumors
circulating right now are even claiming that
Zembrosky’s role will answer one of the
most pressing questions: What the “J.J.” in
creator J.J. Abrams’ name really stands for.
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TOP TEN

Worst Names For Your
Kayak
10. Titanic
9. Edmund Fitzgerald
8. The Sinking Susan
7. The “Escape Pod”
from Star Wars
6. Bob
5. S.S. Minnow
4. The Lusitania
3. H.M.S. Not a
Floatation Device
2. The Unseaworthy
1. Nemo

20% OFF!!
Approved by the
Department of Kayaking

IN MEMORIAM...
“Dan always loved one-upping somebody
else. I remember once, during the annual
UCSD Org renewal period, when the Koala
tried to register as The MQ, to steal our
funding and name for whatever nefarious
shenanigans they thought they’d get up
to, and Dan didn’t even show up for the
administrative meeting. He just sent a
letter to be read aloud: “Thank you for
your expressed interest in joining the MQ.
Unfortunately at this time all positions have
been filled...”
I cannot help thinking - hoping, believing
- that come the memorial service a singing
telegram will stride into the hall in the
middle of the service. “Thank you for your
concern,” he will recite, “but the reports of
my death have been greatly exaggerated...”
Probably not, of course. But nothing else
makes sense. Certainly not the thought that
he’s gone forever.”
Yeah, you missed that meeting when
we hexed your kayak Papa Shango Voodoo
style. Sorry. - The Koala.

